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G P B O T T L E S

WHOWE ARE?

GP Bottles, belongs to China based company Hangzhou Dahuan
Technology, is dedicated to providing services of design &
manufacturing of perfume bottle packaging for niche perfume
brand, especially the brands who are lack of experience in design
and manufacturing of perfume bottle packaging. Our all-round
service will give you the ability to create unique perfume bottle
packaging for your brand, so as to reflect the brand's unique style
and connotation to bring better using experience to consumers.
When the perfume brand launches a new fragrance or special
style perfume, it would be much better if it can be fitted with one
type of perfume bottle and cap which are more in line with its
characteristics. GP bottles is dedicated to ensuring you and your
customers with the unique perfume bottle design, competitive
price and stable product quality.
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PERFUME BOTTLES

GLASS PERFUME BOTTLES

GP Bottles offering kinds of perfume bottle wholesale with
different style, including glass perfume bottle, roll-on perfume
bottle, sample perfume bottle. We have our original design for
your reference. We've focusing on design, manufacture,
wholesale of perfume bottle in the passed 15 years. Provide
deep customization of perfume bottle, and decoration of
perfume bottle including color coating, vacuum plating,
printing, hot-stamping, laser engraving, water transfer, heat
transfer, decal to create your private label perfume bottle
packaging.

02
PERFUME CAPS

PLASTIC PERFUMECAPS,ZAMAC PERFUME
CAPS,ALUMINIUMPERFUMECAPS,WOODEN PERFUMECAPS

GP Bottles provides various kinds of perfume cap to match up
the custom perfume bottles, we produce diferent material
perfume cap like zamac/zamak, wooden, plastic, aluminium
with diffferent surface treatment such as vacuum plating,
electroplating, spray paiting, laser, priting, hot-stamping etc.
With the 100 million pcs annual capacity of integrated 15
production lines of perfume cap, we have the ability to serve
global client with high-level quality, on-time delivery. GP
Bottles also provides design & customization service to create
unique perfume cap for different perfume brand style.

GP BOT T L E S



PERFUME BOTTLES

We offer a comprehensive range of design
services to ensure that our clients' vision is
brought to life.

We offer innovative design concepts,
incorporating elements such as shape, color,
texture, and embellishments to create visually
stunning and distinctive perfume bottles.



企业发展经历

PERFUME BOTTLES

We combine artistic flair with innovative

techniques to push the boundaries of

perfume bottle design. Our aim is to

create a design that not only looks

stunning but also showcases the artistry

and craftsmanship behind it.
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P E R F U M E C A P

is the key of a perfume
packaging, it makes the perfume bottle looks
solid, beautiful and protect the pump
sprayer. According to different material of
perfume cap, GP Bottles has the categories
of Plastic perfume cap, Zamac perfume cap,
Aluminium perfume cap, Wood perfume
cap, Crystal perfume cap. And suitable for
different neck of glass bottles.

ABS PERFUME CAP
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ABS PERFUME CAP

GP Bottles is a transporter to move the
idea of designers to actual production, kinds

of finishing process will bring more
possibilities on perfume packaging design.
We are dedicated to providing quality

products based on the customer
experience and advanced concept of

customer.



SURLYN PERFUME CAP
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ACRYLIC PERFUME CAP

ZAMAC PERFUME CAP



WOOD PERFUME CAP



P P P E R F U M E C A P

WOOD PERFUME CAP



TO BE CONTINUED

PERFUME ACCESSORIES

GP Bottles is mainly specialized in the
products of glass perfume bottle, roll-on
perfume bottle, glass perfume tube,
plastic perfume cap, zamac perfume cap,
aluminium perfume cap, wood perfume
cap, crystal perfume cap, pump sprayer,
perfume collar and other perfume
accessories.

Create Beauty With Love

Creation is the value of your own heart, GP Bottles are doing with passion,energy, keep
moving and love. Every product will tell you a story.



GP Bottles Company

Room 1603-1604,
Yifeng Times Mansion,
Hangzhou, China

Gpbottles.com

GP Bottles

Great Partner

A young, technical , international company

Design & Manufacture

Complete perfume packaging solutions


